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Modern Times
When visiting the Audio Valve website the scales fell from
my eyes: I once had an Audio Valve amplifier, two nice
mono blocks for wonderful hours of listening to music. So
the expectations are high.
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Co-players

Turntable:
- Design in Beek Type 1
with shelter 201 and
Ortofon 2M Red
- Acoustic Solid Machine
Royal with SME M2-12
and Clearaudio Goldfinger

Phono Pre-amplifier:
- Quad Twentyfour P
- Clearaudio Balance+
- PS Audio GCPH

Speakers:
- Dali Mentor 8
- K+T Phlex / CT237 /
Minimonitor HB

Opponent

Amplifier:
- Triode Production TRV-
M300SE
- Magnat RV-1
- Malvalve Preamp Three
Line and Poweramp Three

What happened to my old output stages?
Well, I was young and I needed the money ...
Just like my mono output stages in those
days the Assistent 50 works with four output
valves per channel, working in a so-called
parallel push pull circuit. But this is where the
similarities of both amplifiers end, technically
and optically. The Audio Valve amplifier
breaks with a few design concepts – ok, a
non-open design we have seen several times
in the recent past, but not such a long way
from the vintage optics.

 Honestly, after unpacking I first thought
of a PC or a drive casing but not of a
valve amplifier. After some time I got
used to the unusual, especially after
unscrewing the lid (thanks to the four
amply sized knurled screws this is
child’s play) and admiring the
significance and stability of the chassis:
at the four sides extremely robust
carrier elements are used for fastening,
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The Audio Valve connectors offer five high
level sources plus a recorder output.
Speakers, preferably with rated impedance of
8 Ohms, are connected to the vertical
terminals.

The fat power supply stands on heavily
decoupled rubber dampers to keep vibration
from the circuitry. The power supply is
designed in semiconductor technology – all
very solidly done. In the actual amplifier
circuitry an ECC83 double triode takes over
the pre-amplification and an ECC82 functions
as driver valve. In the output stage after all
four valves of the rather exotic QQE 03/12
type are used – originally designed as high
frequency valve – working, as mentioned
before, in a PPP circuitry. The parallel
connection of two valves increase the power
supply ability of the amplifier; due to the push
pull circuitry one valve pair each amplifies the
positive and the negative half-wave
respectively.
The main advantage of a PPP circuitry is the
modesty with regard to the output
transformer, which can be much simpler in
design than with other amplifier designs.

otherwise only known from stand builders!
The lid is made up of two parts; if you like
you can leave off the matt silver
aluminium plate and look through the clear
perspex pane into the amplifier.
You don’t want that? Too bad, also the
front allows deep insights into the circuitry.
The elaborate illumination ensures “Ahs“
and “Ohs“– the potentiometer knob and
the engraved Audio Valve logo light up red
after turning on with the main switch on
the rear – if turning the Assitent 50 on via
the remote control, the complete lighting
changes to blue. In mute mode the display
of the selected channel flashes. After
pressing the remote speaker volume the
light briefly turns a bit darker –my guess
is that the supply voltage of this functional
group slightly drops due to the motor.
Speaking of remote control: To keep up
with the times the Assistent 50 is
completely controlled via the precious
metal remote control. Only the volume
control knob can be turned on the unit
itself; channel selection, mute and standby
are only working remote controlled.
Nothing wrong with this, only you should
always have a set of batteries in reserve.
The five inputs are selected via remote
control – besides comfort this also
ensures short signal paths. All in all the
red circuit boards seem very tidy – Audio
Valve’s designer seems to know pretty
well, what he is doing; well, 20 years of
experience in designing valve amplifiers
pay off.

Played

Jennifer Warnes
Famous Blue Raincoat

Calexico/IronWine
In the Reins

Miriam Makeba/Harry Belafonte
An Evening with ...

Deep Purple
Live on the BBC

Dire Straits
Communiqué

Johannes Brahms
Die Kammermusik

Erich Kunzel
Ein Straussfest, Cincinatti Pops

Orchestra

Enrique Granados
Today Playing his 1913

Interpretations

Patricia Barber
Café Blue

Coleman Hawkins
The Genius of ...

Unusually solid: carrier elements known
from booth construction make up the main

frame of this extremely robust amplifier
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Decoupling: the power supply stands on soft
rubber feet to avoid mechanical vibration

from the casing

Correct: the two transformers in
Assistent 50 are comparatively small,
especially when considering that here
real power conducted – the much
smaller inductivity compared to a
normal transformer provides full
performance far above 20 Kilohertz,
the 3-decibel point for our test model
lies at 70 Kilohertz – terrific for a
valve!

Having a close look at the circuit
board with the impressive double row
of end valves, then next to each QQE
03/12 a small circuitry with a red LED
can be seen. This is the so-called
Autobias Control or in short ABR: for
each of the output valves the standby
current is continuously measured and
is immediately adjusted in case of
deviation – the corresponding LED
lights up in case the Autobias Control
intervenes – the intensity is shown by
the brightness. This was the case for
three valves for our test model. The
bulbs were already pretty much
discolored – however, the measured
values as well as the performance in
the listening room were beyond
reproach, the opposite is true: I have
never seen before such precise
channel consistency.
I take it that it was also the ABR
function, ensuring that in terms of
music the Assistent 50 was „there“
right from the very first moment.

Control center: without this remote control
(nearly) nothing goes with the Assistent 50.
It is one of the most comfortably controlled

amplifiers of all

Valve – modern: Ok, I have to admit that I
had to get used to the casing. In the
meantime I think that Audio Valve perfectly
reflects the internal state of the art circuitry
even in the Assistent 50’s appearance.
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airiness and a great transparency are the
attributes that come to mind with its way of
making music. n this way the Assistent 50 has
no problems with “Once upon a Time in the
West“by Dire Straits to work out little licks
and fills of the two guitars of the Knopfler
brothers above the massive and pointedly
played drums and bass while putting Mark’s
distinctive voice between the speaker boxes,
as if the musician were visiting in person. The
Audio Valve can also satisfy under stringent
conditions: it can still add one on top where
the valve collegues already run out of steam
and even incite critical speaker boxes to
maximum performance. In our listening room
we tried everything from the smalles
broadband boxes to grown-up speaker
monsters: the Assistent 50 remained true to
its name and did it all, with power and
enthusiasm. When selecting the speakers

Audio Valve Assistent 50

Distribution Audio Valve
Telephone 05264/7799
Internet www.audiovalve.info
Warranty 2 years
Dimensions (WxHxD in mm)

420 x 155 x 320 mm

Remote controll: The 5 relay-controlled
inputs are very nice to look at. The speaker

terminals are fastened really solid and the
cabling is extremely tidy

The motorized Alps potentiometer is the
only control element on the unit itself. The

two output transformers are on the left in
the image, being quite simple and compact

due to PPP design

Measurements

Testing Method Comment
With just over 50 Watts at 8 Ohms
(operation with 4 Ohms is not
recommended) per channel the Assistent
50 even beats the manufacturer’s
specifications.
With a separate source voltage of - 91.5 dB
during line operation it ranks among the
best valve amplifiers. Very positive is the
very low harmonic distortion during normal
operation, at 2 x 5 Watts continuous
operation only 0.3%, excellent for a valve!
The frequency range is very balanced,
treble depression occurs only at very high
frequencies. With a power consumption
between 200 Watts (idling) and 400 Watts
(full load) the Assistent 50 is not a thrifty
candidate – standby operation still uses 72
Watts and the unit should be switched off
when not in use.

Dynamic and controlled in the basses,
without playing this with thinning (although
none of the used speakers was in any way
linearized), with great depth and enough
pressure to create the famous “blackness“.
The Audio Valve has the mid-range full
under control – balanced, with a musically
perfectly balanced combination of unerring
precise playback of the sound source and a
hint of excellently applied valve air here and
there to provide voices with the necessary
power and air, as only a valve can really do.
With this I by no means say that here crude
corruption is taking place – it is simply the
air of the shimmering glass tubes that is
difficult to describe. Even above the key
tone range the Audio Valve perfectly
satisfies – neutrality,

Bottom line ...
Take a proven valve amplifier design for the
music signal and complement it with a
modern casing, highly comfortable operation
and precise control function keeping the
valves continuously in the correct operating
range – there you have the amplifier for the
new millenium. Just great!

www.audiovalve.info
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n this way even die-hard traditionalists like
the modernized valve amplifier design,
because in the end it is the sound that
counts, and the sound is right with the
Assistent 50.

Thomas Schmidt

V8: well, not quite – the output stage valves
stand straight, each one flanked by a

sophisticated electronic circuitry, keeping
them perfectly within the optimum operating

range

it only has to be observed that they do not
fall too far below Audio Valve’s rated
impedance of eight Ohms – although
playing also at four Ohms quite decent, but
the harmonic distortion is a bit higher, and I
missed the extremely clean play with high-
ohm speakers a bit. However, I can imagine
that some people rather like this “valvy“
play.
With large orchestra materials the Audio
Valve is finally in its element, here it can
show off its precision, follow the fine
characteristics of the music and separate
instrumental groups impressively into the
individual musicians. The necessary sound
illusion it not only creates for individual
soloists but in the context of a large group.
During brute orchestral tuttis it can
supplement its suttle qualities by the flexing
of its muscles, with which it can follow
enormous dynamic leaps without muttering,
creating a large stage before the listener’s
inner eye. I
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